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DEVISING THE ISLAND 
 

All of the work presented by Massive Theatre is created from scratch. The cast and directors work together 
to define and make the work, and draw on their own stories and experiences as a basis for the work. 
 
So how does devising work, and what are the benefits? 

 Devising offers the freedom to explore style and form and ways of telling the story. 

 Devising allows the freedom to decide on the content. 

 Devising allows the directors the opportunity to see the work as it develops. This is one of the most 
important aspects of the work. 

 Devising is a collaborative process, which focuses on the strengths, insights and creativity of the cast. 

 Devising relies enormously on what the cast responds to and brings to the process in terms of content. 

 

HOW WE CREATE 
So how does the devising process work?  
 
1. Provocations 
We often ask workshop participants to consider material to bring prior to the first devising workshop. We 
often set provocations e.g. 

 Write a list of words under the phrases ‘New Zealand – the island’, ‘New Zealand’, and ‘The Island’. Is 
there a difference between your lists? Talk about it. 

 What are the ‘myths’ about New Zealand that other people might believe? 

 Why do you choose to live here? 

 What is your pepeha? 

 How do you identify with your ancestral past? 

 When you are away from New Zealand, What do you miss? What do you remember? 
 
Obviously there are no right or wrong answers. What’s important is what is stimulated by the 
provocations. 
 
2. Sharing, devising, and exploration 
During the early devising phase we apply a structured process to create a piece of theatre. 
The process depends on the focus of the work, but often includes the following steps: 

 Sharing responses to the provocations given 

 Physical and verbal brainstorm of ideas 

 Research and exploration of the most relevant and potent ideas and material 

 Focusing on skills, fitness, and flexibility 

 Identifying themes 

 Watching and observing each other, giving and receiving feedback 

 Using music, song, and movement to explore ideas 
 
The devising process is highly organic and the directors and cast have no idea where their 
work will ultimately take them. The directors’ role is in facilitating and guiding the work with an outside 
eye. Ultimately they make the choices about what stays in and what goes. 
 
The actors’ responsibility is to be bold and free in the work, to be fearless in trying anything that is asked of 
them. Trust and discipline are imperative when devising. This stage could take 2 weeks. 
 
 
3. Rehearsing the work 
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 After the initial devising process, rehearsals begin, devising is still a part of this stage, but the focus 
becomes balancing and shaping the work. By this stage some clear decisions have been made about what 
is in and out, and what themes and ideas have become the point of focus. 
 
At this stage the order of the show is defined, and often committed to paper (it still gets edited and 
updated along the way). 
 
Throughout rehearsals we aim to determine what is most dramatically powerful – refining the work to the 
strongest version. 
 
This stage usually takes around 3 weeks. 
 
We keep working on devising right up to the last minute. There are extensive breaks between the initial 
meeting and research phase, the first devising phase, and the rehearsal phase. This time is crucial for 
allowing the work to ‘sit.’ It allows the cast and the actors to reflect and research further if needs be, and to 
come back to the creative process with ‘fresh’ eyes. Time is an important element in the devising process. 
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MEET MELISSA 

 

Melissa Connor is one of the six performers bringing The Island to life on stage. She shared 
her insights into the rehearsal process and her approach to performance. 
 
 
Tell us more about The Island. What is the story of the work? 
The Island was devised with the intention of performing it at the National Theatre of Scotland's Exchange 
Festival. So we went into the processing knowing that it was going to be performed internationally, 
representing New Zealand. Knowing this, we really wanted to create a show to show off our home, and 
who we are because of it. The Island is a weaving of stories of our whakapapa, who bought us to this land 
and where they came from, our own experiences and revelations and the idea of our futures. 
 
 How did you come up with which personal stories to share as you made the show? 
My 'Rotating the Globe' piece came from the idea of a snippet, a quick glimpse into something that had 
come out of the provocation 'Where do you feel New Zealand is in relation to the world?' Instead of a 
detailed in-depth story, I took the idea of reflecting back on eight year-old me and how I used to think. 
Nothing was impossible, there was a world of opportunities and I came up with some pretty 
great theories about random stuff. Including that we can rotate the globe to whichever way we want. This 
is how my brain works. Logical, problem-solving, and I can be right until I am convinced of another truth. 
 
The look of this piece changed a lot over time and it wasn't until the rest of the cast were added in, that I 
really started to play and enjoy the piece. Before this, it was all quite serious and boring. That's what the 
directors are for. Telling us which bits to cut and what to build on to be able to find the gold. My bits that 
ended up in the show I feel really show the audience who I am. Little quirky snippets. That's what I wanted, 
for the audience to walk away feeling like they kind of know me. 
  
I had another piece in the show which was cut due to time restraints two weeks out from opening. This had 
more personal stories weaved throughout it. These were all chosen because I found little threads that 
weaved them all together. Mostly regarding my Great Great Grandad and my connection with the ocean. 
  
But really everything comes out of the original provocations, we all have discussions in response to each 
other's sharing and then we go off on little tangents until we end up with gold. We could continue moving, 
digging, going off on tangents forever, but then we would never be able to finalise a show and the content 
would start getting too abstract to the theme. 
 
How have you approached your performance (eg. movement, inspiration from people in your life, 
theatre techniques you're employing...) 
 Originally in Massive, I was working a lot with writing and verbal pieces were the outcome. My challenge 
has been to create beautiful writing and then explore it physically. 
 
 I am completely uncoordinated and feel very lanky and uncontrolled at times but I've really had to work on 
incorporating my whole body into the work. Working with tension so that I'm not floppy and moving my 
centre of gravity downwards so that I am more grounded. Which I have found has also really helped me 
find a deeper, richer, stronger voice too. 
  
 
 
A huge inspiration has come from knowing that we are taking the show to the other side of the world, so I 
wanted it to be really good. I have found it so great working with the rest of the cast and the directors who 
I have all known for years and we have a healthy competitiveness 
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 between us  - always striving to be the best. This has been a huge inspiration to keep pushing myself 
because I don't want to let myself or my fellow cast members down. 
 
Is there a central question, theme, or conflict that lies at the heart of the work for you? What it is, and 
how do you relate to it? 
I think it's really just getting to be myself with confidence. I was bullied a lot growing up and Massive has 
always been a place where I can walk into the space and leave whatever has been holding me back at the 
door. I love the work and I love the people. That is why I do this work. 
  
What I have been making pieces on has changed over the years because I have changed. I have become 
stronger and more confident and I feel like that shows in my work. I'm able to dig deeper and give more life 
to my work opposed to surface level crap. 

  

 
 
;  

“MASSIVE HAS ALWAYS 

BEEN A PLACE WHERE I CAN 
WALK INTO THE SPACE 
AND LEAVE WHATEVER 
HAS BEEN HOLDING ME 
BACK AT THE DOOR.” 
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THEMES IN THE ISLAND 
 
The Island explores a range of different themes and ideas through spoken movement, 
dialogue, and the world of the performance. Have a go at answering the questions 
about each of the key themes below. You could do this on your own, or discuss them 
with your class. 
 
 

THE JOURNEY 
 

1. What did the story of The Island say about the journeys we take in our lifetime? 
 

2. In what ways did you identify with the characters and the journeys they were on? How did it 
relate to your life? 
 

3. What theatre and performance techniques did the actors use to bring this theme to life? Give 
some examples where you think this was most effective. 
 
 

OUR LEGACY 
 

1. What legacy do you want to leave behind? 
 

2. What legacy have your ancestors left to you and your family? 
 

3. How did the show design (costume, props, staging, and lighting) reflect themes of history and 
legacy? 
 

 
 

OUR ISLAND, NEW ZEALAND 
 

1. What do you think The Island said about New Zealand – our history, culture, and perspectives 
on the world? 
 
How did the show design (costume, props, staging, and lighting) reflect New Zealand and 
Island culture?  
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DESIGNING THE ISLAND 
 

Christine Urqhart designed the costumes for The Island. She shared her inspirations and 
approach for creating the visual world of the work. 
 
What materials have you used, and what does it say about the world of the show/the story? 
As there is no set in the design I really wanted to be clear with different materials and how this told the 
performers stories. The worn in leather boots tell the audience of the journeys they have been through and 
of the ancestors that walk with them. The layers of the clothing shows how we accumulate as we walk 
these footsteps - when something gets worn-in just chuck on another layer and keep going. The piece of 
cloth and the flax on their belts are like the final ancestral layer that they take with them - the small 
sentiments you take when you're away from home.  
 
What was the design process you followed for this show? How did the casts devising process inform 
your own work? 
Through listening to the casts devising I really caught onto the idea of footsteps and looking up at the 
night sky – thinking about where you have come from, where you are going, and what you look to in the 
now to stay connected to these two moments.  
 
I set two design provocations to the cast. The first was to 
visually draw their pepeha (that they had devised) and I later 
drew these into their costumes as a handkerchief that they 
can touch throughout the performance, a sentimental 
signifier. For the second provocation, I printed out maps of 
New Zealand and got them to put a dot on a place they had 
been or has ancestral significance to them. I then drew these 
on the back of the shirts in the costume design, like it's the 
star constellation of their home. By putting them on their 
backs it visually enforces the idea of looking back on the 
journey you have travelled. 
 
What was your approach to costume design for this show?  
I really wanted to show the individuality of the performers but also link them as an ensemble as this is such 
an important part of Massive's work. It's all in the small details and differences that shimmer on the stage, 
the richness of these creating the bigger picture. 
 
The most visual striking element are the faded circles on the shirts of the design, this is sprayed bleach 
giving an almost haunting impression. This comes from the 'you are here' dots on maps which I brought up 
in a rehearsal. One of the performers said her Mum imagines her as a dot on a map. Sometimes it moves 
slowly, sometimes fast, and sometimes it's faded as she travels far across the globe. I love that as a visual 
image. As the performers move around the stage they also, almost, create their own ever changing star 
constellation.  
 
Where do you draw your inspiration from? 
I was influenced by the practise of artists that play with the line between the contemporary and the 
traditional. El Anatsui would take small found objects and weave them into complex 
assemblages, transforming and transcending the objects original use. Faig Ahmed  
disassembles traditional rugs and reassembled them using a contemporary flavour. Naama Arad shredded 
images giving them a new breathing and flexible life that was spacially dynamic and blurred the line 
between two and three dimensional. By breaking down and reassembling you can give something a new 
and modern vitality but maintain its original history.  

“AS THE PERFORMERS 
MOVE AROUND THE 

STAGE THEY CREATE 
THEIR OWN EVERY-

CHANGING STAR 
CONSTELLATION.” 
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“FAIG AHMED 
DISASSEMBLES 

TRADITIONAL RUGS AND 
REASSEMBLES THEM 

USING A CONTEMPORARY 
FLAVOUR” 

NAAMA ARAD 
‘Untitled’ 

Shredded Xerox images 
(pictured left) 
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DIRECTING THE ISLAND 
 

Sam Scott and Miriama McDowell co-directed The Island – working together to shape the 
work from the beginning of devising, through rehearsals, to the final performance on stage. 
Sam and Miriama share more about the work, and the process they took to devise it below. 
 
What are the key messages and themes in The Island? 
Miriama: We make work for our audience "to dream around" so the themes of The Island are up to the 
audience to decide. I think this work is about our footsteps in the world. Looking back to where we hail 
from, looking down at the footprint we make in the world, and looking ahead to the paths that we will 
tread. There are themes of travel, family, legacy, and love. 
 
How long did it take to devise the work? 
Sam: We introduced the provocations in mid-December 2015 for the cast to consider. We then met in late 
January 2016 for a full day’s work. This included adding to and confirming the provocations, exploring 
some devising work and finding a name for the show. 
 
The cast were tasked with researching and collecting responses to the provocations and to bring this 
information back for our April intensive week. We then began our official devising and rehearsal period 
from the 2nd week of the April school holidays and this has continued until opening the show June 28th. 
Through May we worked 1 evening and 1 full weekend day. From late May we increased the work to 2 
evenings and full weekends, plus a week of full time rehearsals in the lead up to opening night. 
 
What has been your overall vision for the work?  
Sam: Because our cast all come from our on-going development ensemble MNE (Massive Nui Ensemble) 
we wanted them to step up to another level of working in making a full show. We also wanted them to 
push the form of the devising work.  
 
The cast have created work using NY artist/storyteller 
Maria Kalman’s style of creating life pictures. We provided 
the cast with a variety of her published works and then 
talked about how she constructed an intimate view of her 
life and what was meaningful to her. We then tasked the 
cast to make a piece that could focus on anything from 
the material they had shared, but they were to explore 
layers within the piece, that gave a carminative effect of 
the material they were using. They could incorporate 
physical work into it. Their piece had to have a major 
focus of something or someone/s they found meaningful. 
We really wanted to challenge them to work beyond what 
they had already explored and achieved within MNE. 
 
Alongside this we wanted to challenge them physically to 
go further than they had done before, this meant fitness 
and the work itself. In their mission statement they set 
that The Island will be a thoughtful and playful theatre 
production full of vitality. The Island will explore who we 
are as New Zealanders and ourselves. The Island will be a Tapestry of our journey’s through life, pulling on 
our Whakapapa, our now’s and how we imagine and look to the future. 
  
We hope The Island will provoke our Audience to reflect and dream around their own Journey so far. We 
hope this shared vision by cast and directors has been achieved. 

“THE ISLAND WILL 
BE A TAPESTRY OF 

OUR JOURNEY’S 
THROUGH LIFE, 

PULLING ON OUR 
WHAKAPAPA, OUR 

NOW, AND HOW WE 
IMAGINE THE 

FUTURE…” 
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What provocations did you give the cast to inform and create the work? 
Miriama: The greatest provocation that informed our show was the fact we were going to Scotland. 
Immediately this raised questions around what we wanted the world to know about us. How are we 
different/unique to people from other countries? How are we the same? 
If you wanted someone to understand what it is to grow up here, what would you tell them? Not the 
tourist brochure – but what are the sights, sounds and smells of your NZ. 
 
We gave a whole lot of provocations to the cast that ranged from minute details to profound stories, we 
really wanted to get a depth to the storytelling so we had to start this right from the start of the 
process.  Provocations included questions like ‘What are heaven on earth places/moments /things for 
you?’, ‘Which dead relatives you wish you'd known?’, ‘What are myths or legends from your family?’ 
 
We also asked the cast to write lists. Lists about everything. What they were fussy about. What they loved. 
What they miss. What they collect. What words they love. 
 
In our sharing times our cast are encouraged to respond to the provocations however they like. We always 
say: it's not a test. It's a springboard.  So the cast will tell stories, write, bring in objects, photos, music. We 
also asked our cast to bring in a waiata (song) to teach everyone. As with anything, the story around the 
song and their connection to it was as important as the song itself. 
 
What do you hope audiences get out of their experience in the theatre? 
Sam: We have a saying within Massive “Do I dream around you?” or “What did I dream around” when I 
watched that? Meaning, how did your imagination ‘fly’ as a result of what was on stage. So, we hope our 
audiences will dream around their own lives as a result of watching and listening to the show. With all 
Massive shows we share what we do so that the audience will springboard into their own reflection and 
imagining. We think this is important as human beings. 
  
Why is this story relevant now?  
Sam: Because it is what the cast has chosen to share and work with. They chose to explore this work 
because it’s important, relevant and precious to them. We hope it resonates with not only young people 
but anyone who wants to think on and dream around their life; who and what has come before them, what 
they are engaged in now and what might be their future.  
 
As a show we think it’s also great for audiences to see high quality work done by young people. To see 
young people working for excellence is uplifting and inspirational. It’s important to provide platforms and 
environments that support and allow young people to be the best they can be. In the words of the late 
Alan Rickman: 
 

“It’s a human need to be told stories. The more we’re governed by idiots and 
have no control over our destinies, the more we need to tell stories to each 
other about who we are, why we are, where we come from, and what might be 
possible”. 
-  Alan Rickman 
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DRAMA CONVENTIONS 

 
One of the key aspects of Massive Company’s work is the use of a wide range of drama 
conventions. Think about the performance you saw of The Island. See if you can remember 
instances of the following conventions. 
 

Repetition   Motifs    Chorus of movement  Chorus of voice 
 

Slow motion   Soundscape   Spoken thoughts   Direct address   
 

Narration  Flashback/flash‐forward  Mimed action  Multiple roles  Actor as an object 
 
 

TIME 

1. When in time is the play set? How do you know?  
2. Does the play have a timeframe over which the action takes place? What is it? How can you tell? 
3. Is time all that important in this production? 
 
 

SPACE 
1. How did the actors occupy and use the physical space of the stage? 
2. Were the entrances and exits used? Why do you think? 
 
 

ACTION 
1. How would you describe the pace of the show?  
2. How do you as an audience keep pace with these changes? 
3. Is it clear when one piece of action segues into another? 
4. What techniques/conventions are used to facilitate changes in action? 
 
 

ROLE 

1. What are some of the characters played in the performance? 
2. How do the actors signify these other characters to the audience (eg. physically, with props or 

costumes, lighting changes, vocal quality) 
 

TENSION AND CONFLICT 
1. As a piece of non‐linear theatre there is no traditional overriding dramatic arch. How is dramatic 

tension created and sustained? 
2. What moments of tension stood out for you and why? 
3. Which moments of conflict between characters stood out for you? 
4. How is conflict created without a dramatic arch or a linear narrative? 
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DEVISING EXERCISE: THE STEW 
 

Massive uses a range of methods and techniques in devising work. Below is an example of one method - 
The Stew, which you might like to try as a class. You would need to run it over five or six periods. 
 
The Stew works with a piece of text each student has written based on a given provocation. It is 
a great way of using physicality to explore text. This is work done by the students prior to the devising 
work. 
 
1 Provocation 
Write a short piece of text involving a moment or time when you experienced: 

 Winning 

 Losing 

 Change 
 
These are just examples of provocations – as a class you could decide on a different theme for your work. It 
can help to have a piece of text as an example or to draw from a play you have recently watched. 
 
While you are working specifically from the material you have written, feel free to 
change your focus if you discover something else you want to pursue within the theme. The work may 
have a collective focus using all or some of the material. Or it may have a particular focus using only one 
piece of text. This choice is up to each group. 
 
2 Busting up the text 
Each student reads his/her text and picks out key words or phrases. The whole class lists these words on 
the wall under titles (eg. Winning, Losing, Change) 
 
3 The physical ingredients 
Next we put the text aside and introduce the physical ingredients of the stew which will ultimately 
combine to explore the text. 
 
On the floor, move through the space (this work is usually accompanied by music). You have only the 
following options: 

 Walking 

 Running 

 Fixed point (freezing the action but staying alive) 

 Fixed point, halfway to the ground 
 
You may now also move as: 

 Lines 

 Dots (individually) 

 Clumps 
 
Explore making shapes that suggest all the ways of: 

 Winning 

 Losing 

 Changing 
 
You can steal ideas from others. Continue exploring, don’t stop. Choose and remember some shapes you 
liked. 
4 Physical Motifs 
Students choose a key word or phrase from the earlier lists. It may or may not be one of their own. 
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Turn that word/phrase into a physical phrase or motif. Always work from the real. 
 
5 Combining the ingredients 
Carry out this next step with music playing. You’ll need to split into two groups - with half the students 
creating, and the others observing (they’ll get a chance to swap over). 
 
a) Students fill the space using any or all of the following ingredients 

 Walking 

 Running 

 Stopping 

 Fixed point 

 Lines/dots/clumps 

 Motifs/phrases created earlier 
 
b) They may also add into the mix any or all of the following ingredients: 

 Repetition 

 Different speeds 

 Different sizes 

 Different surfaces 
 
c) Those watching feedback and then repeat the process swapping observers and performers 
 
6 Creating a stew with the text (with music) 
This step can be carried out in smaller group of performers, maybe five or six. 
 
a) One student reads his/her text. 

 
b) The other four/five fill the space and respond using all of the ingredients from earlier. Students can 

also respond physically to the text in any way they feel is appropriate. 
 

c) Repeat with the next student reading their text. 
 

7 Sharing texts 
This activity is best done with groups of four or five.  
 
a) Participants each read their text to the group. 

 
b) The group brainstorms the texts as before. As a group they select the material they like. 

 
c) The group uses the stew to create their new piece. The group should edit freely through the work. 
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